STREETLIFE SERIES - ELECTRIC HEATING & LIGHTING
Streetlife Series - Electric Heating & Lighting utilises the latest
in radiant heating technology. Sleek design that matches heat
output with power consumption.
Streetlife Outdoor Heating and Lightting Systems are specifically designed for use
on Streetscape Architectural Umbrellas, Membrane Structures & Retractable Roofs.
Slim & sleek in design, incorporating a curved black steel fascia. Non-obtrusive
in appearance, attach heater to wall, ceiling mount or flush mount to your ceiling.
Integrated diffused lighting is the ideal solution for night operation to accentuate
the ambience in addition to providing a functional yet warm dispersion of light.
Luma lighting system is designed to attach to the topside of the umbrella arm.
Absolutely safe & suitable for the most demanding commercial environments.
Integrated control boxes & remote switching options allow for half on, full on or
individual control, isolation of each heater or individual control over each umbrella.
Designed and engineered in Australia in accordance
and electric heating codes for Australia, Europe and

with all electrical
the United States.
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STREETLIFE - ERH - ELECTRIC RADIANT PANEL HEATERS: Additional sizes and power outputs are available for larger areas
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Overhead radiant heating for outdoor and indoor use. Mounting height 2.2m (7’2”) to 2.7m (8’8”)
Non glow radiant heat
Curved or flat faced rectangular panel, black and silver in appearance
2m2 – 4 m2 depending on application
Suitable for High/Low switching
Approximately 20 minutes to reach full operating temperature
1.2kW (high) / 0.6kW (low) / 1.8kW + 2.4 kW power outputs available for larger areas / 120V or 240V
High $0.15 /hr running cost / Low $0.08/hr running cost
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Single and dual heater assembly attached to the underside of arms
Projection brackets for wall fixing
Various extension brackets and flush mount are available

LUMA LIGHT MODULE
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Umbrella lighting
Warm colour fluorescent 2750˚K
Curve shaped light fixture complete with pearl polycarbonate diffuser
Wide area diffusion
120˚
9W / 120V / 240V
$0.10 /hr running cost

FIXING METHODS
ARCHITECTURAL UMBRELLAS

Single light assembly attached to the topside of arms
Side Fixed Underside of Alutecnic Retractable Roof System.
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Overhead radiant electric heating for outdoor use. Mounting height 1800mm up to 2700mm
Electric radiant outdoor heating system
Flat, steel casing with metallic finish
4m² up to 15m² per unit depending on model
Standard on/off or state of the art digital solid state and analogue controls
3 minutes to reach operating temperature, multiple zone timers and thermocouples are available
Heat outputs range 1500 watts. Input 6.5amps
Typical operating costs between .15c to .50c per hour based on .15c per KW

